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fuses and variable impedance loads, inductive and recovery electric fields and fuse resistance in air
and vacuum were studied. The results show the inductive field amplitude follows the dependence
on vaporization time similar to that established for other media and for longer vaporization times.
The characteristics of recovery rate of fuses in air and vacuum differ drastically due to the early
onset of ionization in fuse channels in vacuum.
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RECOVERY CHARACTRISTICS OF EXPLODING WIRE
FUSES IN AIR AND VACUUM

I. INTRODUCTION

Metal fuses have recently gained wider application for current inter-

ruption in inductive storage systems, being rather simple devices with a

capability to perform demanding functions. They are employed in megajoule

level systems, where they provide opening times of about a microsecond,

as well as in smaller pulser systems where fast (- 100 nsec) output voltage

risetime has been obtained.4'5 To extend their usefulness, staging of

fuses has been employed to provide higher power multiplication.2 '6 Because

the staging requires that the voltage generated by the succeeding switches

appear across fuses that have previously exploded, 2 the rate at which the

dielectric strength is restored must be known. Borisov at. al.7 measured

the dielectric strength of the products of the exploded copper fuses in

air and in quartz sand as a function of the delay between the initial current

interruption (i.e. fuse vaporization) and the reapplication of the voltage.

In their experiments (using currents with risetime of about 25 sec), the

delay time, At, ranged from 10- sec to minutes, with the restoration of

the dielectric strength proceeding most rapidly in 10- 4 to 10 - 2 sec range.

Conte et.al. 2 have studied the same phenomena for aluminum fuses (foils)

in water using similar current and current risetime (30 kA and 50 Isec.

respectively). The results are reproduced in Fig. 1 from Reference 2. The

initial recovery to a level of A 20 kV/cm strength is associated with the

cooling of fuse products. The subsequent drop may be due to chemical

heating and the resulting increase of the ionization8 .

Ibanmupl mbmittod Oobe 23, 1980.



FUSE RECOVERY CHAPACTIMSTiC

-26,

Fig. 1. Dependence of the
dielectric strength of Al foill 1 fuses on At. Higher strength

1 is obtained when more energy is
deposited in the foil fuse,
resulting in higher inductive
voltage.

TIME ( avcI

The energy associated with vaporization of fuses represents not only

a decrease of pulser system efficiency, but also leads to strong shocks

that are difficult to contain. For this reason, a choice between good

tamping material (quartz sand) and a medium (e.g. water) that optimizes

fuse characteristics, such as inductively generated electric field, often

is not satisfactory. To provide additional options for design of experi-

ments, as well as to further the understanding of the interruption mechanisms

in the microsecond regime we have examined, for the first time, the

rate of recovery of fuses exploded in vacuum and have extended the data on

the recovery of fuses exploded in air to a time regime of 4 10 sec. In this

study, current risetimes are of the same order as those of References 2 and

7. (Copper was chosen as fuse material, since most of the published data

relevant to this work has used copper wires). The use of vacuum and

(to lesser extent) of air as the medium in contact with the fuse, essentially

eliminates the problm of mechanical shocks. We have found that for fast-

rising currents (- 1 psec), the electric field generated by the interruption

of the current by Cu fuse In vacuum is nearly *- 50%) as high as that

associated with fuses operating in other media. These results, thus, open

up the possibilities of using conveniently such switches In close vicinity
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(i.e. by reducing substantially the mechanical shocks) to loads, such as

imploding plasmas.

II. FUSES IN ATMOSPHERIC AND LOW PRESSURE AIR

Study of fuse behavior in vacuum and in low pressure gases has been

limited in the past, largely, to applications such as plasma, light, and

x-ray source development.9  The most thorough studies of electrical

properties and the mechanisms responsible for them have been performed in

Sweden.10'11'12 The value of inductively generated electric field was found

to be about 5 kV/cm at ambient gas pressure of 10-5 Torr. 12 It is

suggested12 that the induced field is limited by a restrike caused by

neutral vapor layers or thermionically emitted electrons, depending on the

boiling point of the material. We find that the restrike field, Er,

for Cu fuse decreases also with current pulse duration (referred to as

"charging time" and denoted as te), before the explosion (vaporization) of

the fuse, in a manner similar to that for wires exploded in the atmospheric

gases and liquids, 13 i.e., E e-t where - 0.3< a< 1.0 covers all cases.r a

No studies of the dielectric strength recovery rate have been performed

for fuses in low pressure environment.

Fig. 2 shows the dependence of Er on te for 0.12 mw diameter Cu fuse

in vacuum. For comparison, the same dependence of the restrike field of

fuses exploded in air, as obtained by Braunaberger et.al. 3 and in our

study (at long and short charging times, respectively) is shown. The

values of Er in vacuum and in air (for te '4 100 ILsec) have been obtained

using the circuit shown in a simplified form in Fig. 3. A low voltage

capacitor is discharged through fuse 1, with time to peak current of

15 sec. By selecting different fuse 1 diameters, te was varied (together

3
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30.

-* .** Fig. 2. Inductively generated
" electric field, Er, at restrike,

Z 30 shown as a function of te for
(M NU oMMa fuses exploded in vacuum and

with the current in the fuse at t e ) , to provide some of the data in Fig. 2.

Other data in Fig. 2 was obtained by using fuse 1 as current steepening

switch. Commutation of the current to fuse 2 provided up to 10 kA, with

a rise of 1.5 psec, into the low pressure chamber. The variation of the

fuse 2 diameter provided the data points for O.l< te <3 psec.

l --- o--Fig. 3. Inductive circuit for

() I determinaing the restrike voltageSof fuses in vacuum. Capacitor

".€~ i" I 0

t fThe inductance L is approximately

I 3.5 pH. No lead and fuse

L___ inductances are shown.

CHMAW

Althouh rr of up to 10 kV/c can be ob d by useas cues in vacuum,

this field does not exceed that obtainable with fuses when their expansion

is pertly confined by atmospheric pressure air. Fig. 4 shows how Er of

Cu fuses varies with pressure of the surroundin air. The confining function

of the surrounding medium is neClpatble for P A 50 Tort. Furthermore,

the restrike field Is always less than the electrode ap breakdown field, Ly

44



-w- FUSE (3cm Wlp)
500 -- STDARO ELECTICOES (3cm 0w)

WESPHEIEAL (LCTD0O ,flScm Fig. 4. Pressure dependence of Er
generated by opening of the fuse is700 compared with the electrode gap

50 \, breakdown field, Eb. Eb was
" "4 obtained for flat electrodes

" ... (standard) used in mounting of

080 " '" o fuses. Also higher breakdown

0strength was obtained for rounded
0 electrodes with lower field enhance-

ment
- 4 W2 00 oa 4

AUSIE1T PRESSURE (TORR)

0- 2  "EwtEringoabu
in the pressure range of 10 to 50 Torr, Er  r

r bVwthE ringtabu

8 kV/cm at low pressure. This suggests that breakdown around the fuse,

rather than fuse expansion may be responsible for the low values of Er in

the Paschen regime (10- 3  P 4 101 Torr). Fuse data shown in Fig. 4 was

obtained by exploding fuses in the low pressure chamber (with no fuse 3

in the circuit). Fuse 3 was used, in turn, to measure Eb of the two types

of gap electrodes. The half-width of the voltage pulse generated by either

fuse 2 or fuse 3 was about 200 nsec. Current and te, associated with

fuse 2 are 5 to 10 kA and 1.5 4sec, respectively. By measuring electrode

gap breakdown it was determined that with the exception of the low breakdown

region where data scatter is quite large, these electrodes do not effect the

observed value of restrike field. Hemispherical electrodes with low field

enhancement were also tested to establish maximum practical fields that

can be supported if better fuse performance were obtained.

Fig. 4 shows that the induced fields are about 9 and 20 kV/cm for fuses

operating in vacuum and air respectively. Fig. 5 shows that, in the cases

where restrikes occur, the current interruption (at 3.5 kA and 2.1 kA in

air and vacuum) and induced voltage waveforms have similar histories. The
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recovery of the fuse in vacuum, however, was found to be substantially

different from that in air or in water2. The difference appears to be due to

the early onset of ionization, normally absent when media other than vacuum

are used. Fuses in both air and vacuum were studied in the range

0.6 t At 4 10 sec.
AMUIENT
PRESSURE: ATMOSPHERIC 2x IO5 TORR

FUSE I - *Fig. 5. Oscilloscope traces of the
CURRENT

voltage across, and current through,
fuses 1 and 2. Fuse 2 operated at

VOLTAGE atmospheric and low pressure (left
and right traces, respectively) atsufficiently high induced fields

FUSE 2 to produce restrikes, evident by
CURRENT the current increase after the

initial interruption. Peak voltage

VOLTAGE is 50 V (left) and 30 V (right).

O.5p$/iv(VOLTAGE SIGNAL DELAED 2ps)

The mechanism that determines the recovery field, Er, of the fuse

exploded in air involves the pressure and temperature distribution of the

expanding fuse and of the heated air that surrounds the fuse7 . Therefore,

Er is expected to depend on the delay between the vaporization (that leads

to current interruption and subsequent commutation to fuse 3, shown in

Fig. 3) and the reapplication of the voltage generated by fuse 3. This

dependence is shown in Fig. 6. For small At, the recovery field E (t + At)r

is approximately equal to the restrike field E r(t). At large At (11isec),

the recovery field is much smaller, due to substantial expansion of the fuse

channel. In fact, the dependence of Er on At matches with the 1-2 kV/cm

measured by Borisov et.al. 7 at At of about 60 psec, for Cu fuses in air

with somewhat different history of charging current.

The recovery characteristics of fuses exploded in vacuum are more

complex, because from the time of on-set of vaporization there appears, in

contrast to wires exploded in air, strong ionization of the channel. Such

6



ionization would result from the thermionic emission of electrons and ions

(and their acceleration in the Ohmic potential drop across the fuse) during

( 22

FUSE ClAK. Olam
18 FUSE CLRRNT • oAI CHANG TI 1 5*.a

Ia NO UMAHOOWN

514- 1 GEAICOOWN

fuses exploded in air. T.e field

310- is determined by converging the
breakdown and nodireakdown data
(by adjustment of fuse length) to
a minimum dif ference,

-

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 10 iI
RECOVERY TIME (,as"e)

the heating and vaporization phase as suggested in References 11 and 12.

The resistance of the vapor is lowered by ionization, relative to fuses in

air, as can be deduced from the traces in Fig. 5. The on-set of ionization

was indicated in References 10 and 12. This is also supported by resistivity

measurements, during and after vaporization, which are consistent with

15presence of free electrons. The resistance is of Spitzer type , i.e., the

resistivity (for Te in °K), valid for n /n b 10-2, is

Ze 0

S- 3.8 l03 T-I- (Ohm-cm) (1)

and does not depend significantly on the electron density, n. The resist-

ance per unit length, r - i/A, scales inversely with the cross section area,

A, of the expanding channel. At vaporization time (for charging time of
14

3.5 4sec) Bonnet shows that typical fuse channel diameter (in air)

is 0.2 cm at the time of current cut-off, so that for Ta of 1 to 2 eV
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and effective Z P 1 (with "nA " 0.9-3.3 as established by Burtsev et.al. 
16)

r - 0.2 Ohm/cm. Observed values of r were in the same range. Such behavior

of the fuse in vacuum makes it difficult to achieve total current inter-

ruption in the fuse. As the current co-mmutation is attempted, residual

current continues through fuse 2. The voltage developed across fuse 3 was

used to indicate the behavior of fuse 2 resistance, which appeared to drop

slowly with increasing At. This drop can be explained by the scaling

r - r/A, with A increasing with radial velocity of about 17 5xlO5 cm/s for

current driven channels.

To obtain the condition of total current cut-off, an additional

short fuse (exploded in air) was added in series with fuse 2 (exploded in

vacuum). The air fuse provided complete interruption of current in both

series elements. This way, the voltage applied across the series fuses

by the fuse 3 after delay time, At, provided a measure of the upper limit

on the vacuum fuse resistance for At up to 10 sec. It was found that the

resistance remains low and the recovery field is negligibly low. This

conclusion is based on the observation that neither of these parameters

differed from the values obtained when only fuses in air were used. This

is also consistent with the recombination time for singly ionized plasma

where the 3-body collisions of atomic ions and electrons are dominant. Its

rate coefficient18 a3. - 8x1O-27 T e-45 gives the scale decay time

T - 1/0.3 . For expected density of the order of 1016 c -3 T - 30 1sec,

i.e., the low channel resistance persists for times that are longer than

available for testing.

L8



III. CONCLUSION AND COMMENTS

In the experiments described here, electrical characteristics of

fuses exploded in air and vacuum were found to differ substantially. Behavior

in air is distinct from that in other media where such effects as tamping

of the fuse channel expansion influence the electrical properties. Fuse

behavior in vacuum differs more fundamentitly from other cases because of

the presence of ionization, nearly simultaneously with vaporization, that

cannot be effectively inhibited.

Other scalings, such as dependence of induced, restrike and recovery

electric fields on the diameter and length of the fuse revealed no signi-

ficant non-linearities over the relatively narrow range of parameters

used in the experiments. The method for determining the recovery level

of fuses, represented by the circuit diagram in Fig. 3 is derived from that

developed for generation of very high power repetitive pulses with short

pulse-to-pulse separation1 9 . This method provides a convenient simulation

of experiments where the replacement of fuse 3 in Fig. 3 by a plasma load

would generate rapidly rising voltage due to increasing plasma impedance,

such as large change of inductance in implosion experiments, or large

increase in anomalous plasma resistivity, as in beam particle production

experiments.
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